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Abstract: A theorem of S.Smale [4] on the convergence of Newton’s method for analytic functions 
holds only for mappings which are analytic on the entire space. The result is generalized to functions which 
are analytic on an open subset and, for the original case, when this subset is the entire space the controlling 
constant given by Smale is improved. 
In [4] S.Smale proved convergence results for Newton’s method applied 
to analytic mappings which utilize only information at the starting point. More 
specifically, let X,Y be Banach spaces, both of which are either real or complex, 
and F:X -+ Y a given analytic mapping. A point z. E X is called an approximate 
zero of F if the Newton iterates 
zk+l = zk - DF(zk)-’ F&k) , k=O,l ,..  , 
are well- defined for all k 2 0 and satisfy 
]I ‘k+l -zklI I (;)2k-l I/z, -z0 II , k=0,1,2 ,,.. (1) 
From (1) it follows that {Zk} converges to a solution z* E X of F(z) = 0. Moreover, 
the convergence is at least R-quadratic with R2-factor l/2 (see e.g. [2], Chapter 
9). For the characterization of approximate zeros let 
P(z) = II DW-’ f=(z) II 9 y(z) = supI<,, ]I $ DF(z)-’ DkF(z) ]I k-l (2) 
and p(z) = 00 , or y(z) = OQ if DF(z) is not invertible or the supremum in ydoes not 
exist. The result in [4], here under discussion, now reads as follows: 
Theorem 1: Under the stated conditions on F, there is a naturally defined 
number a, approximately equal to 0.130707, such that, if a(z) = p(z)r(z) c ~6, 
then z is an approximate zero of F. 
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This result is certainly of interest in applications, since, in contrast to the 
well known convergence theorem of L.V.Kantorovich [2], it does not involve a 
bound on the second derivative of F on some neighborhood of z. Unfortunately, 
in its present form the theorem need not hold if F is not analytic on all of X. In 
fact, consider the following modified version of an example mentioned in [4], 
F(z) =4z - & - 1 = 0, ZER’. (3) 
For z. = 0 we have p(zo) = y(zo) = l/3 and and hence, a(zo) = l/9 c cxo. But, the 
Newton sequence started at z. satisfies Zk+l = l/( 3 - 2 Zk ) , k 2 0, and hence 
converges only R-linearly to the only zero z* = l/2 of (4) which contradicts (1). A 
closer inspection shows that 
Iz 
1 1 
k+,-~kl 2-- , k r 0, 
4 3k 
which violates (1) already for k=3. 
In order to prove a version of this result which holds also for functions that 
are analytic only on subsets of X, we apply the Kantorovich theorem in a form 
discussed in [l] ( or see [5]): 
Theorem 2: 
S of X. For a 
po 
If 60 = KOPO 
Let F:X -+ Y be twice continuously differentiable on some open set 
point z. of S, where DF(zo) is invertible, set 
= II WzJ-’ Wz,) II 9 ~~ =suPZE B II DF(z,)-’ D2(z) II - 
0 
I l/2 and the closed ball 
2 P(z,) 
B* = B(z, , r*) = { z E X, ]]z - zo]] I r*}, r* = 
is contained in S, then the Newton iterates Zk are well defined, remain in B*, 
converge to the only zero z* of F in B’, and satisfy 
11 'k+l 1 _; r* II',-',, it gk>', 
0 
With this we obtain the following new version of Theorem 1: 
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Theorem 3: Suppose that F:X + Y is analytic on some open set S of X and 
consider a point ze of S where DF(zo) is invertible. Let P ( = 0.16842669 ) be the 
positive root of the cubic (d2-l)(l-p)3-2/2p=O. If the quantities (2) are such that 
a(zo)=P(zo)r(zo)lp / (42) (= 0.11909565) and that the ball B(zO,rO) with radius 
ro= p /r(zo) is contained in S, then zg is an approximate zero of F. 
Proof: Since I r. = p < 1, we find for all z E B(zo,ro) that 
II DF(zJ-‘D*W II = II g ; WJ-’ Dk+*Po) WJk II 
5 Y&J x (k+W+l) Mz,)Ilz-qJl)k 5 
2 Y(zJ 
(5) 
k=O (1 - P)3 
Hence, with K,, = 2 y(z,)/ (l-p)3 , it follows that 
60 = K. IWO) = 
2 a(zo) 
(1 - P)3 
I 
5 p 
( 1 - P)3 
= 2-1<; J- 
2 Iwo) 
r*= l+JK +) l+y$ Gj =‘O 
and, thus, Theorem 2 ensures that the Newton iterates are well-defined, remain 
in B*, and satify the inequality (4) with the factor 
1 Ko Y(zo) 1 Y(Z,) 1 
2 1 - ~~ r* ’ 2 1 2p _- = (1-p)3 (@-1) = 2po 
(1 -P)3 
But then a straightforward induction (see also [4], Proposition 3) shows that zg is 
an approximate zero of F as claimed. 
It is readily verified that, as expected, neither Theorem 2 nor Theorem 3 
hold for the example (3) with zo=O. It may also be noted that p/d2 is slightly 
smaller than the constant a of Theorem 1. But, if F is assumed to be analytic 
on all of X, then we obtain from Theorem 2 a result with a larger constant than 
ao: 
Theorem 4: Suppose that F:X -+ Y is analytic on all of X and that zg is a point 
where DF(ze) is invertible. Let al ( = 0.15229240) be the positive root of the 
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cubic (1 -a)3 - 4a = 0. If the quantities (2) satisfy a(z) = P(zo)r(zo) 5 al, then ze is 
an approximate zero of F. 
Proof: Set rl = al/r(zo), then for all z E B(zo, rl) the estimate (8) applies, and, 
for the Kantorovich constants we obtain KO = y(zo)l(2al) and 60 = ICOP = 
a(z0)l(2al) I l/2. Hence, since the condition on r* is automatically satisfied, 
Theorem 2 holds. Moreover, it follows that, once again, the factor in the 
estimate (4) is bounded by 1/(28(zo)) which, as before, implies that zo is an 
approximate zero of F. 
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